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This study aimed to investigate the extent of English-Thai code-mixing and 

analyze its patterns found in seven Thai health magazines, from the cover page to the 

back page.  Advertisements were not included in the study.   

The analysis was based on two classification frameworks applied by Ho (2007) 

and Kannaovakun (2003).  Ho’s classification framework comprised letters of the 

alphabet, short forms, proper nouns, lexical words, phrases, incomplete sentences, and 

single complete sentences.  Meanwhile, Kannaovakun’s classification framework 

consisted of truncation, hybridization, conversion, semantic shift, reduplication, and word 

order shift.   

Based on Ho’s classification framework, the findings showed that the highest 

occurrence of linguistic pattern of code-mixing was proper nouns (36.27%), followed by  

lexical words (28.29%), phrases (25.04%), letters of the alphabet (8.27%), short forms 

(1.05 %) and single full sentences (0.60%), respectively.  The linguistic pattern of 

incomplete sentences was found at the lowest frequency (0.08%).  Meanwhile, based on 

Kannaovakun’s classification framework (2007), the hybridization type of code-mixing 

was found at the highest level (84.78 %), followed by word order shift (8.07%), 

truncation (3.76%), conversion (1.24%), semantic shift (1.24%) and reduplication 

(0.93%), respectively.  

 Only 322 out of 1,150 code-mixing items were classified based on 

Kannaovakun’s classification framework.  The rest, totaling 829 code-mixing items, 

could not fit into any category while the analysis revealed that it was possibly that they 

were formal English items. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 In a globalized society, people use more than one language to communicate with 

each other.  This practice results in interesting language phenomena; one of these is code- 

mixing.   

A code refers to the language people use in a communication between the sender 

and the receiver to serve their needs (Wardhaugh, 1992).  People may use signs, symbols, 

gestures and rules in combination with a code in the communication.  A choice of a code 

may occur when a person can speak more than one language.  A situation where a person 

communicates in one language but automatically transfers to another is called code-

mixing (Prasithrathsint, 1997).  Code-mixing is the intentional mixing of two languages 

in the same content (Wardhaugh, 1992).  It is the use of one or more languages for 

consistent transferring of linguistic units from one language into another resulting in a 

new restricted or non-restricted code of linguistic interaction (Gibbons, 1987).  A Thai 

statement ผมขอให้คุณ confirm กับ teamงาน ก่อน 1อาทิตย์ (Back translation (Henceforth: BT): I 

would like you to confirm with your team a week before.) is an example of the use of 

English-Thai code-mixing.  In this example, the English verb confirm and a noun team are 

used in the Thai context. 

   The use of code-mixing in everyday conversation in a Thai society is currently 

common.  E-note study (2011) reveals that a growing number of people are multi-lingual.  

As a result, the trend of code-mixing use can easily be observed.  This is because the 

English language has a greater impact on Thai people resulting from several factors, for 

example, industrial expansion, international trade, interests in western culture, higher 

studies, etc.  Every day, a number of Thai people use English both intentionally and 
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unintentionally in their communication in Thai.  Some English words, such as yes, no, ok, 

thank you and bye-bye, are familiar to a number of Thai people.  According to 

Kannaovakun (2003), the language mixing is a normal occurrence in Thai conversations.  

She found that 64% of the Thai people use English code-mixing in their conversation for 

some reasons.  The first one is that there is no exact word in Thai for a specific English 

word such as ไอศกรีม (BT: ice-cream), สปา (BT: spa) and ไนต์คลบั (BT: nightclub). The 

second one is that some coined words in Thai do not denote the conceptual meaning such 

as คณิตกร (BT: computer), อนันต์ (BT: infinity), and บัตรระบุผู้ เช่า (BT: SIM card).  The third 

reason is that there is no equivalent in Thai in many areas, such as in the fields of 

medicine or science; therefore, English technical terms are inserted in the Thai context 

such as นิวเคลียร์ (BT: nuclear), แกสโซฮอลล์ (BT: gasohol) and แคลเซียม (BT: calcium). 

 
Code mixing is found both in spoken and written languages.  However, via the 

spoken language, people communicate more instantly and informally than via the written 

language.  The process of writing often contains second or multiple specific thoughts, 

while spoken conversation is normally more spontaneous and less formal (Derrida, 2011).  

Code-mixing in written documents are, therefore, more accurate and is more appropriate 

to study.   

Thai magazines, newspapers, and textbooks, for example, exhibit extensive use of 

English code-mixing.  The researcher decided to examine the code-mixing phenomenon 

in written documents, with a focus on health magazines.  The reasons why the researcher 

chose to study code-mixing found in health magazines were because the researcher 

herself has been interested in the health topic, similar to the current trend of the general 

public.  Health is a state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being, not merely 

the absence of disease or infirmity resulting in having a happy life, an ultimate aim of all 
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human beings (World Health Organization, July 2001).  Health is becoming a trendy 

topic and people are more health-concerned.  Some readers acquire health knowledge 

from magazines and may even consult health magazines about some minor health 

problems.  Another reason was that no research on code-mixing with a focus on health 

magazines has been conducted locally.   

A number of magazines found in bookshops are specifically about health, such as 

Health & Cuisine, Health Plus, Health Today, Be well, Cheewachit (ชีวจิต),etc.  Moreover, 

other magazines such as แพรว (BT: Praew), ดิฉัน (Dii Chan), Kitchen, Gourmet & Cuisine, 

Mother&Baby, etc. include in the magazines at least an article on health.  From the 

researcher’s survey at Chulalongkorn Book Center, Nai-In Bookshop, Prae Pittaya 

Bookshop and SE-ED Bookshop, there were approximately 125 titles of Thai magazines 

available in the market at the time the study was conducted and 14 titles were related to 

the health topic amounting to 11.2%.  However, out of the 14 health-related titles of Thai 

magazines, seven focused particularly on health for the whole magazine accounting for 

50%.  

With the mentioned reasons, the researcher, therefore, decided to study on code-

mixing with a focus on Thai health magazines.  The number of titles of health magazines 

for the study was seven. 

 

Objectives 

The purposes of the study were as follows: 

1. To investigate the extent of English-Thai code-mixing in Thai health magazines. 

2. To analyze the patterns of English code-mixing in Thai health magazines. 
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Significance of the Study 

Since there has been no research about the use of English-Thai code-mixing in 

Thai health magazines, and the number of studies on code-mixing has been quite 

minimal, the findings of the study were expected to provide interesting information on 

this issue.   The extent and patterns of code-mixing in Thai health magazines were 

revealed, allowing people who are interested in this topic to learn more about this 

language phenomenon.  The information gained from the findings was expected to 

stimulate the general public of Thailand to be aware of appropriate use of the Thai 

language.  They should consider, when using code-mixing items, whether it is 

unavoidable to mix another code in communicating in Thai or there is another alternative 

to avoid mixing another code. The findings were also expected to enhance much more 

research on this matter so as to confirm or decline the findings of this study. 

 

Scope of the Study 

This study aimed at investigating English-Thai code-mixing found in seven Thai 

health magazines, of the April 2011 editions comprising Be well, Cheewachit (ชีวจิต), Good 

Health, Health Today, Health Plus, Morchoaban (หมอชาวบา้น) and Sukapapdee (สุขภาพดี).  

This study emphasized only English words, phrases, and sentences used in all columns of 

the magazines from the cover page to the back cover, based on the classification 

strategies applied by Ho (2007) in her study and the classification based on the nativized 

feature strategy applied by Kannaovakun (2003) in her study.  Nativization strategy is a 

linguistic term originally proposed by Kachru (1978).  Advertisements in the magazines 

were not included in the research. 
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Definition of Terms 

Code-mixing 

Code-mixing refers to the combination of elements from two languages in a single 

statement.  People may use letters of alphabet, words, or phrases from one language to 

express an idea, object or situation in another language (Sopee, 2002). 

Nativized features  

The nativized feature or nativization, a linguistic term proposed by Kachru (1978), refers 

to systematic changes in the formal feature at all linguistic levels. They result from the 

use of a second language in new settings in contact with another language and in the 

absence of native speakers (Kachru, 1981 as cited in Pandharipande, 2007).  The 

nativized features applied in this study comprise truncation, hybridization, conversion, 

semantic shift, reproduction, and word order shift. 



CHAPTER 2 

RELATED LITERATURE REVIEWS 

 

 This chapter discusses related literature on definition of code-mixing, classification of 

code-mixing, the differences between borrowing and code-mixing, as well as code-switching 

and code-mixing.  It also reviews code- mixing/switching and language acquisition, code –

mixing/switching in sociolinguistics, code- mixing/switching in psycholinguistics, the 

markedness model, and the communication accommodation theory.  In the last part of this 

chapter, previous studies on English code-mixing are presented. 

 

Definition of Code-Mixing 

Linguists give definitions of code-mixing in a similar way.  Ho (2007) defines 

code-mixing as the change of a language to another inside the border of sentence at the 

levels of phonology, lexicon, grammar and orthography in the same utterance.  Code-

mixing is an alternation of two languages.   It can be in the form of words, phrases or 

larger units, generally occurring in the same sentence or paragraph.  It is considered  

a natural second/foreign language phenomenon and is not an indication of a language 

disorder (Scotton, 2004).    

Language mixing is a phenomenon occurring when a bilingual talks to another 

bilingual in the same language and changes from one language to another automatically 

in the course of communication (Crystal, 1997).  Various elements of language such as 

phonology, morphology, grammatical structure or lexical items are involved in code-

mixing (Richard, Platt and Platt, 1992). 

Appel and Muysken (1990) state that people may include a single word from 

another language in their communication because they may forget the exact word in the 
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first language or not yet learn the word in the base language of the sentence.  Hoffman 

(1991) adds that code-mixing is used for more exact and clear-cut utterances in 

communication and is thought to facilitate understanding.   

Wardhaugh (1992) says that a code-mixing phenomenon is mainly observed in 

both bilingual and multilingual situations.  There is no rule in mixing a second 

language/foreign code in communication.  It varies and depends on each situation.  A 

person may use code x in one situation, code y in another, and mixed code in a third 

situation. 

In sum, code-mixing is the change of one language to another at the word,  

 

phrase, and sentence levels in the written and oral communication with no  

 

specific rules. 

 

 

Classification of Code-Mixing 

 Code-mixing is classified in different ways.  Kachru classifies the formal 

properties of code mixing in South Asia (Kachu, 1978 as cited in Gunawan, n.d.) into five 

different types as follows:  

1.  Unit insertion: This refers to the introduction of a grammatical unit of a noun   

 

 phrase or a verb phrase from another language to the base language. 

 

2. Unit hybridization:  This refers to the use of linguistic elements from another  

 

language within a unit such as a noun phrase, a verb phrase, or a compound verb of  

 

the base language. 

 

3. Sentence insertion:  This refers to an insertion of a sentence from another  

 

language into the language base of the discourse. 

 

4. Idiom and collocation insertion: This refers to the use of idiom and collocation  

 

of one language in another language. 
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5. Inflection attachment and reduplication:  This refers to the process of inflection  

 

attachment and reduplication of one language to another language which normally 

  

does not have such a grammatical system. 

 

  Another linguist, Muysken (2000), classifies code-mixing into three types: 

insertion, alternation, and congruent lexicalization.  Insertion refers to the process of 

adding a lexical item from one language into another.  The second type, alternation, 

occurs when the structures of the two languages are similar both at the grammatical and 

lexical levels.  The third type, congruent lexicalization, happens when the two languages 

share grammatical structures which can be replaced lexically with elements from either 

language.  

 Ho (2007) categorizes code-mixing in terms of linguistic units as follows:  

1.  Letters of the alphabet:  This is the use of a letter or letters of the English alphabet 

instead of a word.  Letters of the alphabet can be classified into two types: letter names 

and acronyms.  Letter names are the letters such as grades A, B, C, D, F and I in the 

marking range.  Acronyms are the use of letter of a word to represent the whole word in a 

noun or a phrase.  For example, BTS is an acronym that stands for Bangkok Transit 

System. 

2.  Short forms:  A short form refers to the reduction of the word. This is formed by 

shortening lexical words; for example, a short form hi-so is used for high society as 

illustrated in this sentence: เธอด ูhi-so มากเลย (BT:  You look like a high society lady).  Hi-

so is mixed from the first two letters of the word high and the first two letters of the word 

society.   Mostly, short forms generally come from only the first few letters of a word. 

3.  Proper nouns:  These refer to names of a specific person, place, organization or thing 

such as Olympia, Barack Obama, and Thailand. 
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4.  Lexical words: These refer to nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs (Ho, 2007).  An 

English lexical word is used in a Thai utterance.   For example, in a Thai statement, ฉัน

designห้องครัวเอง (BT: I design the kitchen myself).  The English word “design” is inserted 

in the Thai utterance.   

5.  Phrases:  A phrase is a structure that combines words into a unit of a sentence, but it 

lacks the subject-predicate connection of a clause (Lingual Links library, 2003), for 

example, laughing wildly and prostate cancer.  

6.  Incomplete sentences:  An incomplete sentence is a partial sentence or a minor 

sentence.  This is a grammatical and lexical unit consisting of one or more words to a 

group of words which is only part of a complete idea (Ho, 2007).  An example is, If it is 

good, ผู้บริโภคจะมากขึน้ (BT: If it is good, there will be more consumers).  Clearly, from this 

excerpt if it is good is a subordinate clause which cannot be understood without the main 

clause, ผู้บริโภคจะมากขึน้ (BT: there will be more consumers) and vice versa.   

7.  Single full sentences:  A single full sentence is a group of words which starts with a 

capital letter and ends with a full stop, question mark, or exclamation mark.  It refers to a 

statement which contains a subject and a predicate with a clear meaning (Ho, 2007).   For 

example, the statement Are you in hot flush hell? เม่ืออาการร้อนวบูวาบท าใหคุ้ณร้อนรุ่มเป็นไฟ (BT: 

Are you in a hot flush hell when the hot flush makes you feel boiling hot?) (Health Plus, 

April 2011) 

 

Kannaovakun (2003) classifies code-mixing into six categories as follows: 

1. Truncation: This refers to an English word which is shortened.  This means one 

morpheme is deleted from the whole word.  For example, Hi-so is truncation of a high 

society.  The truncation is by retaining only the first syllable.  Another way of truncation 

is to keep only the last syllable.  For example, ber is a truncation for number.   

http://www.sil.org/linguistics/GlossaryOfLinguisticTerms/WhatIsASubject.htm
http://www.sil.org/linguistics/GlossaryOfLinguisticTerms/WhatIsAPredicate.htm
http://www.sil.org/linguistics/GlossaryOfLinguisticTerms/WhatIsAClause.htm
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2.  Hybridization:  It is a combination of different languages at word level.  English words  

can be a noun or an adjective.  For example, นัก football (BT: football player), it is a 

combination of a Thai word นัก (BT: a person) and an English word, football.  Another 

example is การload ข้อมลู (BT: loading information); this is a combination of an English 

word load and a Thai word ข้อมลู (BT: information). 

3.  Conversion:  It is a change from one part of speech to another, such as งานนีs้uccess 

(BT: This job is a success).  In the Thai version, success is used as a verb while the part of 

speech of success in English is a noun.  There is a conversion of the part of speech for this 

code-mixing. 

 

4.  Semantic shift:  This means a change in the meaning of a word in one language when 

it is used in another language; for example, เส้ือfitจัง (BT:  This shirt is too tight).  The 

meaning of fit in English is to be of the right size; therefore, the word fit has changed in 

meaning when it is used in the Thai text.   

5.  Reduplication:  It is a use of a word repeatedly in a sentence; for example, วยัรุ่นชอบเส้ือ

แบบ modern modern (BT:  Teenagers like modern style clothes).   

6.  Word order shift:  This refers to a change in word order of the second/ foreign 

language when mixed in the first/native language.  In this example, นักเรียนบางคนสนใจเรียน

กราฟฟิค คอมพิวเตอร์ (BT:  Some students are interested in graphic computer.), the Thai 

phrase กราฟฟิคคอมพิวเตอร์ (BT: graphic computer) has a change in word order, instead of 

the correct English form, computer graphics.   

 

In conclusion, a number of linguists classified code-mixing in their own ways.  

Ho (2007) categorizes code-mixing in terms of linguistic units meanwhile Kannaovakun 

(2003) classifies code-mixing by its nativized features.  This study applied the 

classification strategies of both Ho (2007) and Kannaovakun (2003) as the purposes of 
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the study were to examine the extent of English-Thai code-mixing used and to analyze the 

patterns of English code-mixing applied in the Thai context. 

To fully understand code-mixing, the researcher also studied other related topics 

such as the topics of borrowing, code-switching, code-mixing/switching in language 

acquisition, code-mixing/switching and sociolinguistics, code-mixing/switching and 

psycholinguistics, the markedness model, and the communication accommodation theory.  

These topics are presented below. 

 

Borrowing and Code-Mixing 

According to Appel and Muysken (1990), borrowing is a language phenomenon 

when a foreign language word is simply integrated into a language.  Borrowing refers to a 

word or phrase which has been taken from one language and is used in another language 

(Richards et al, 1992) and usually there is no equivalent of that second language word in 

the first language, for example, English has taken coup d’etat (or a sudden seizure of the 

government power) from French. 

 Meanwhile code-mixing often thoroughly maintains features of the core 

language.  When an element from one code is included into another, the base code is 

normally dominant and the speaker uses the second code for some reason (Gibbons, 

1987).  Gibbons added that code-mixing is used by monolinguals, mostly occurring 

within a single group as a result of the relationship between two cultures. 

In the Thai context, words such as clinic, free, furniture, game, poster, show 

shampoo, and sticker are used as if they were Thai words.  However, the words: activity, 

assign, confirm, contact, detail, present, etc. are still not accepted as borrowing words 

even though they are widely used; therefore, they are considered as code-mixing words 

(Jindaborisutt,1998). 
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To recap, code-mixing and borrowing is a situation when a foreign language is 

used in the first language.  Borrowing blends more with the first language than code-

mixing.  Most borrowing words are so accepted in the society that they are frequently 

included in the dictionary of that language.   

 

Code-Switching and Code-Mixing 

Code-switching means a change in using a language to communicate.  The change 

of code occurs within one or more languages or dialects and it usually happens in 

bilingual or multilingual situations.  The code-switching is a change among different 

speech varieties and is due to many factors: the mood of the speaker, the situation where 

the communication takes place and the person to whom the speaker speaks (Ekola, 2010). 

Ekola (2010) adds that code-switching is classified as intrasentential code-mixing 

or code-mixing that occurs within a sentence and extrasentential code-mixing or code-

mixing at a sentence boundary.   

Code-mixing refers to mixing of a letter, word, phrase, clause and sentence of a 

second language into the first language within the same sentence. It happens only in an 

intrasentential situation.  Therefore, code-mixing is similar to code-switching in this way. 

 To recap, the term code-switching refers to mixing of words from various 

languages at the clause or sentence level in a fully grammatical way (Poplack, 1980 cited 

in Leung, 2010).  

Code-Mixing/ Switching and Language Acquisition 

Code-mixing and code-switching play a role in acquiring a language of a child.  

Green (1986 as cited in Bot, Lowie; Verspoor, 2005) says that code switching/mixing is 

very common in language acquisition.  When a child learns to speak, he will definitely 

grasp the language that is exposed to him so as to enhance her/him to let those who are 
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near understand.  There may be a switch from a formal language to a dialect as he often 

hears her/his nanny speaks.  Code switching/mixing happens.  When a child goes to 

school, the acquisition of code-switching/code-mixing can also easily occur, particularly 

when s/he goes to an international school.  Acquiring a language of adults is no 

exception.  Green (1986) adds that when a speaker speaks a particular language, s/he may 

apply words from another language. This is simply because the speaker cannot 

immediately find the word in the first language or because that word is more appropriate 

(as cited in Bot, Lowie; Verspoor, 2005).   

In short, in terms of language acquisition, code switching/mixing can occur 

probably due to inability to find a word, a phrase or a sentence in the base language. 

 

Code –Mixing/Switching and Sociolinguistics 

 It is interesting to study the connection of code –mixing/switching and  

 

sociolinguistics.  Since the focus of sociolinguistics is the effect of the society on the  

 

language (Wardhaugh. 1992), it can be said that code-mixing/ switching happens in  

 

communication to meet the social needs such as prestige motive (Kannaovakun, 2003).   

 

Hasan (n.d, para.1) indicates that code-mixing is a linguistic subject which deals with  

 

sociolinguistic facts and features.  Meanwhile Homers and Blanc (2000) state that in the  

 

social and cultural perspectives, there are factors related to motivation for code-mixing  

 

and code–switching since using these phenomena can help facilitate bilinguals to improve  

 

the understanding of both languages.  Code-mixing/switching in communication  

 

obviously results from what is going on in the society. 

 

In brief, code-mixing and code- switching are employed to encourage the  

 

better understanding in specific community. 
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Code-Mixing/Switching and Psycholinguistics 

There is a connection between code-mixing/switching and psycholinguistics 

because psycholinguistics is the study of the influence of psychological factors on the 

development, use, and interpretation of a language (Gluth, 2002).  The psycholinguistic 

perspective helps to understand the nature of the system of code-mixing/code-switching, 

why speakers code-mix/switch and what the social meaning of code-switching/mixing is 

for them.  Various reasons are provided in giving the answers to code-mixing/switching.    

Field (2004) points out that the knowledge of other languages may influence the use of 

one language.  Meanwhile, Schmitt et al (1994) reveals that the language has an influence 

on information processing and in particular and on memory processes since  processing a 

message in a first versus a second language can impact bilinguals’ memory (Luna & 

Peracchio, 2001).   

To conclude, psycholinguistics has an effect on the memory capacity of those who 

know more than one language in that people may produce a code-mixing/switching word 

in the situations when they cannot think of an appropriate word in the base language.  On 

the contrary, they may use a word of the same meaning in a second language if they still 

memorize it. 

 

Markedness Model 

 The Markedness Model is developed by Scotton (2004).  The model explains 

some of the social motivations for code-switching. The model explains how a speaker 

selects a language to communicate and why the speaker switches the code in 

communication.    

In general communication, an unmarked exists and it is the expected set of 

language according to the index of Rights and Obligation, and the unexpected one is 
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marked (Scotton, 2004).  To elaborate the meaning of the marked model, an example is 

given by Scotton, involving a clerk and a customer in a store in Nairobi where the 

unmarked choice code is Swahili.  However, the clerk and the customer shared the same 

ethnic language, Luo, which is the marked code choice.  The customer started the 

conversation in the unmarked Swahili, and later switched to the marked Luo in order to 

request for extra help. 

It can possibly conclude from the above example that a speaker may have to 

switch from the one code to another code because he wants to make the one to whom he 

speaks understands.  The foreign code being mixed in the base code is considered 

marked; in other words, it is seen that the mixed code is obvious or significant.  

 

Communication Accommodation Theory 

The occurrence of code-mixing/code-switching can also be explained by the  

the communication accommodation theory (CAT).  Gile (1971) developed this theory.  It 

describes reasons behind code switching and other changes in speech during the 

conversation.  He explains why a speaker adjusts and changes the language in the process 

of communication resulting in linguistic variations.  According to Gile (1971), a person 

changes the code in the conversation because s/he tries to increase or decrease the social 

differences between her/himself and the one s/he speaks to.  Gile believes that the speaker 

tends to adjust the language to meet the language of the one involved in the conversation 

or when s/he wants to be accepted in a social situation.  On the other hand, the speaker 

may also want to emphasize the social difference between her/himself and the listener. 

Therefore, in such circumstance, s/he applies the linguistic feature of her/his own group 

to show the difference between her/himself and the interlocutor.  According to the CAT 

theory, a speaker may, therefore, make a choice of the language, accent, rate, types of 
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words or dialect, and other linguistic features and the process of code-switching may 

occur in the situation. 
 

In summary, the communication accommodation theory is used to give  

 

some reasons for code-switching/code-mixing and other changes in speech as  

 

the speaker or writer want to emphasize or minimize the social differences between  

 

her/himself and the person to whom she/he speaks. 

 

 

Previous Related Research Review 

Local Studies 

Kanadpon (2000) studied the English-Thai code-mixing used among 22 Thai 

employees in the meetings at a company.  The research tool comprised field notes, self-

reports and interviews, tape recording and a set of questionnaire.  The findings revealed 

that more than fifty percent of the English-Thai code-mixing was subject-specific 

terminology and the rest was non-technical ones.  Seventy per cent of the mixed words 

were nouns whereas the total of other eight parts of speech amounted to 30%.   More than 

55% of the participants changed codes when they used technical/ production terms.  Some 

people used English-Thai code- mixing because of their high familiarity with mixed 

words. 

Tartlek (1998) studied the attitudes of Bangkokians toward English-Thai code-

mixing.  A questionnaire was used as a research tool.  The results of the study showed 

that the participants with higher occupational prestige were likely to have better English 

language skills, be more convinced of its use, and make more use of English in their 

work.  Most participants responded that they did not often use English-Thai code-mixing.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Code-switching
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Their code mixing was reported to be mostly adopted to the work domain when 

conversing with familiar communicators of similar social status. 

Jindaborisutt (1998) studied the use of English-Thai code-mixing of Thai public 

relations officers functioning in the head offices of Thai commercial banks in Bangkok.  

The research methodology was interviewing.  The data were calculated by means of 

frequency and percentage.  The researcher found that Thai people used more borrowing 

words than genuine mixing words.  The education level variable was not the most 

significant factor associated with the use of English-Thai code-mixing.  Thai men and 

women had a similar percentage regarding using English-Thai code-mixing.   

Wongpanicharoen (1997) studied the English-Thai code-mixing of radio 

announcers on FM radio stations in Bangkok.  The research tool was interviewing and the 

tape recorder was used to record the data.  The findings revealed that the radio 

announcers employed two types of English code-mixing words: general words and 

technical words.  The mixed words were formed by ways of clipping, partial 

transliteration and complete transliteration.  The partial transliteration adopted three kinds 

of word orders: Thai + English, Thai + English + Thai, and English + Thai.  Of the two 

types of the mixed words, the general words were used more often and the complete 

transliteration was employed the most in word formation.  When the researcher compared 

the English mixing in each program and speech situation, it was found that the radio 

announcers of the economic program in their monologues used English the most.  The 

second most mixing words were found in the general knowledge program, and the news 

announcers employed mixing words the least.  In the dialogue situation, however, the 

news announcers were found to use English mixing the most. When testing statistical 

significance, it was discovered that the participants’ use of English mixing was 
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significantly different in two aspects: general words predominated technical ones, and the 

number of English word used varied according to the radio programs.  

Dhithiwattana (1996) studied the mixing of English in Thai by lecturers of 

different disciplines at Kasetsart University.  The data comprised the lectures given by 15 

lecturers and interviews given by the lecturers regarding their attitude towards the use of 

English-Thai code-mixing.  The major research findings indicated that English lecturers 

mixed English words, phrases and sentences in their Thai more than other lecturers.  

Regarding the frequency of mixing English in Thai, English lecturers were at the highest 

frequency of code-mixing, the political science lecturers were at the second frequency 

and the Thai lecturers were at the lowest in frequency.  The difference was statistically 

significant at 0.01 level.  The lecturers’ attitudes toward code- mixing did not always 

correspond with their behaviors of mixing English in Thai.  The analysis showed that the 

attitude of eight out of the fifteen participants corresponded with their behavior in mixing 

the English code in the Thai code. 

Studies from Other Countries 

 Leung (2010) studied the effects of English-Chinese code-mixing on print 

advertisements and the attitude of Chinese people toward the use of code-mixing.  He 

analyzed 125 code-mixed print advertisements produced in Hong Kong between 2008 

and 2009.  The results showed that people could understand most code-mixing used in the 

print advertisements.  Consumer goods and daily products were perceived as suitable to 

be advertised with code-mixing words.  Young people and educated people preferred 

more code-mixing words in advertising.  Moreover, the findings suggested that 

advertising agencies should be aware of the social status of the targeted consumers and 

find whether code-mixing properly matches with the images of the products and 

consumers’ social identities. 
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Ekola (2010) examined the proportion between Finnish and English in 

advertisements in two Finnish magazines, Suomen Kuvalehti and Image.  The results 

showed that Finnish was replaced with English most frequently at a phrasal level.  

Sentential and isolated lexical substitutions were both relatively rare.  Additionally, 

English could be found from every element of a print advertisement but not 

simultaneously.  

Muyasaroh (2009) classified the linguistic forms of code-mixing used in Cosmo 

Girls magazine.  The data were gained from letters, notes, homework, and instances of 

conversation on MSN messengers of 12 participants. The code-mixing in each language 

were identified and counted.  The researcher found that there were two forms of code-

mixing: word and phrase.  There was one type of English-Thai code- mixing which was 

outer code-mixing.  Moreover, three reasons for using code-mixing in the magazines were 

found as follows: need filling motive, prestige filling and other reasons (to respect, to 

refine, and to give information). 

Isharyanti and Stella (2009) examined the occurrences of code switching and 

code-mixing in a chat room based the environment of non-native English speakers of 

English from Spanish and Indonesian backgrounds.  The findings showed that the 

Spanish participants exchanged longer interactions in terms of word count than the 

Indonesian speaking participants.  The chatting exchange of Spanish speaking 

participants used 9,113 words, while the Indonesian 4,119 words.    

Ho (2007) examined the linguistic forms of Cantonese-English mixing and 

explored its socio-cultural meaning.  The participants of the study were 52 tertiary 

students in Hong Kong.  The data were gained from students’ essays and their responses 

from the interviews for the focus group as well as the individual comments.   The findings 

revealed that code-mixing in Hong Kong remained in the form of English lexical 
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insertion in Cantonese speech while a great number of code-mixing items were in unit 

types of lexical items and phrases.   

To conclude, this chapter has reviewed topics on code-mixing and related matters 

such as code-switching, psycholinguistics, the markedness model, and the communication 

accommodation theory.   At the end, the previous related research is provided. 

 



CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

 

 This chapter gives information about the research methodology.  The data and the 

data collection in this study are disclosed.  The analysis of the data is later elaborated. 

 

Data 

 The data for this study were collected from seven Thai health magazines, of the 

April edition 2011, comprising Be well, Cheewachit (ชีวจิต), Good Health, Health Today, 

Health Plus, Morchoaban (หมอชาวบา้น) and Sukapapdee (สุขภาพดี).  This study emphasized 

only English words, phrases and sentences written both in English and in Thai, such as 

team or ทีม in ท ำงำนเป็นทีม  or ท ำงำนเป็น team.  All the English words used in all columns of 

the magazines from the cover page to the back cover were applied in the analysis.  

Advertisements were not included in this investigation because the advertisement register 

was different from the common text. 

 

The seven magazines selected for the study were specifically about health topics 

for the whole magazines.  There were some other magazines available in the market with 

some articles on health, but just only as part of the whole magazines.  The seven 

magazines were available at the bookstores at the time when the study was conducted.  

The reason why the researcher focused her study on health magazines was because of 

three major reasons.  First, the researcher herself was interested in the health topic.  

Second, the health topic was in the interest of the Thai people at the time the study was 

conducted.  Lastly, there was no research on this topic yet.  The extent and patterns of 
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code-mixing were revealed, allowing people who are interested in this topic to learn about 

this language phenomenon.  

Data Analysis 

The data were analyzed based on two classification frameworks applied by two 

researchers: Ho (2007) and Kannaovakun (2003).  The procedures were as follows: 

1. The English codes found in the three Thai health magazines were listed and classified 

based on classification framework used by Ho’s (2007) as follows: 

1.1 Letters of the alphabet:  use of a letter/s instead of words or phrases.  For example, 

CEO is used for Chief Executive Officer.  

  1.2  Short forms: truncation of a word such as hi-tech is a short form of high     

  technology. 

  1.3 Proper nouns: names of a person or specific thing/place such as Asia Pacific,    

  electrolytes and progesterone. 

    1.4 Lexical words: nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs of which meanings are   

     generally understood such as academy, degree, and diet.  

  1.5 Phrases: a group of words functioning as a single unit in the structure of a sentence 

such as the book on the floor. 

  1.6  Incomplete sentence: a group of words which are only part of a complete thought, 

but it needs some element which is grammatically necessary to the entire thought such as 

if only I were younger.   

1.7   Single full sentence:  a statement which contains a subject and a predicate, with a 

clear meaning such as I am a full- time dentist.   

2.  The results of the analysis based on Ho’s (2007) classification framework, as earlier 

mentioned, were statistically calculated in terms of frequency and percentage and were 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Word
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sentence_(linguistics)
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presented in the form of tables.  The extent of the linguistic patterns of code-mixing used 

in the six health magazines was demonstrated as shown in Appendix A. 

3.  The data were later classified based on the nativized feature classification framework 

applied by Kannaovakun (2003) as follows: 

3.1   Truncation: a word which is shortened, instead of using a complete word; 

for example, celeb is a truncation of celebrity. 

3.2  Hybridization:  a combination of an English word and a Thai word such as  

รถTaxi.  This code-mixing is a combination of the two languages.  

3.3 Conversion: a change from one part of speech to another.  An example is เรำอีโก้กัน

มำกขึน้ (BT:  We have more ego than before.). The word ego which is a noun is used as 

a verb in the Thai context. 

3.4 Semantic shift:  a change in the meaning of a word in one language when it is 

used in another language; for example, ดิฉันและแฟน (BT:  My boyfriend/ husband and 

I…).  The meaning of fan used in the Thai context is not the same as that in English.  

Its meaning has changed to a boyfriend or a husband. 

3.5 Reduplication:  use of a word in a sentence repeatedly, for example, บ๊ำย บ๊ำย(BT: 

bye bye) 

3.6 Word order shift: a change in word order of the second/ foreign language when 

mixed in the first/native language.  For example, คอสฟิตเนส (BT: course fitness) in the 

Thai context has shifted the English word order from fitness course to course fitness.  

4.  The results of the analysis based on the nativization classification framework applied 

by Kannaovakun (2003) were statistically calculated   in terms of frequency and 

percentage and presented in the form of tables.  

5.  Plausible explanations for the analysis of English-Thai code-mixing in health 

magazines were attempted. 



CHAPTER 4 

FINDINGS 

 

 This chapter presents the findings of the study on English-Thai code mixing in 

seven Thai health magazines of the April 2011edition comprising Be well, Cheewachit  

(ชีวจิต), Good Health, Health Today, Health Plus, Morchoaban (หมอชาวบ้าน) and 

Sukapapdee (สุขภาพดี).  The analysis was based on two classification frameworks applied 

by two researchers, Ho (2007) and Kannaovakun (2003).  

 

First, the data gained from the seven magazines studied were classified based on 

the classification framework used by Ho’s (2007) comprising seven elements: letters of 

the alphabet, shorts forms, proper nouns, lexical words, phrases, incomplete sentences, 

and single full sentences.  The number and patterns of English-Thai code-mixing found 

were shown in the form of tables.  Examples of each of the seven patterns of the linguistic 

units were illustrated.   

After that, the data were analyzed based on the classification framework on 

nativized features applied by Kannaovakun’s (2003).  The nativized features used 

comprised truncation, hybridization, conversion, semantic shift, reduplication, and word 

order shift. The frequency and percentage as well as examples for each of the six features 

of nativization were also shown in the form of tables.   

 

1. Classification of English-Thai code-mixing based on Ho (2007)’s framework 

First of all, the total number of English-Thai code-mixing found in seven Thai 

Health magazines was categorized into seven linguistic patterns based on Ho’s 

classification framework as shown in the following table.   
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Table 1: English code-mixing based on Ho’s (2007) classification framework  

Linguistic Patterns 
Number of English 

Mixing Code 
Percentage 

1. Letters of the Alphabet 95  8.27 

2. Short Forms 12 1.05 

3. Proper Nouns                   417                  36.27 

4. Lexical Words                   330 28.69 

5. Phrases                   288 25.04 

6. Incomplete Sentences    1  0.08 

7. Single Full Sentences    7  0.60 

Total                1,150 100.00% 

 

As shown in Table1, 1,150 English code mixing items were found used in the 

Thai context in the seven Thai health magazines.  The linguistic pattern which was 

highest frequently used was proper nouns (36.27 %), followed by lexical words (28.69%), 

phrases (25.04%), letters of the alphabet (8.27%), short forms (1.05 %) and single full 

sentences (0.60%) respectively.  The linguistic pattern of incomplete sentences was used 

at the lowest frequency (0.08%). 

To elaborate the findings above, examples for each linguistic pattern were 

provided.  This was to promote a better understanding and how the English code-mixing 

was used in the Thai context.   
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Table 2: Examples of letters of the alphabet code-mixing  

Letter of the 

Alphabet 
Full Form Code-Mixing in the Text 

OPD Out-Patient 

Department 
ทีมงานใหก้ารตอ้นรับ ณ บริเวณแผนกผูป่้วยนอก OPD (BT: The 

team welcomes us at the Out-Patient Department) 

 

LCD Liquid Crystal 

Display 
เลือกใชค้อมพิวเตอร์ชนิด LCD (จอแบน) ซ่ึงช่วยถนอมสายตา  
(BT: Choose the liquid crystal display computer which 

helps to protect eye sight.) 

 

DNA Deoxyribo 

Nucleic Acid 
ท่านจบมาทางดา้นการพฒันา DNA (BT: He graduated in the 

area of deoxyribo nucleic acid development.) 

 

SIDS Sudden 

Infant Death 

Syndrome 

 

มีความเส่ียงเกิดโรคไหลตายในเดก็(SIDS) สูงข้ึน 

(BT: There is a high risk for children to have SIDS.) 

 

CEO Chief 

Executive 

Officer 

CEO สายเลือดใหม่มองโลกการแข่งขนั (BT: The new 

generation chief executive officer views the 

competitive world) 

 

SF San 

Francisco 
มาถึง SF ท่ีแรกท่ีอยากเท่ียว ก็หนีไม่พน้สะพานโกลเดน้เกท  
(BT: The first place we want to visit, when we arrive 

at San Francisco is the Golden Gate Bridge.) 

 

ดีเอชเอ(DHA) Docosahexae

noic Acid 
กรดไขมนัดีเอชเอ(DHA) ในโอเมกา้ 3 มีส่วนส าคญั 

ในการพฒันาสมอง(BT: Docosahexaenoic acid in omega 3 

is essential for brain development.)  

 

ยูว ี Ultra Violet ปกป้องยวีูอยา่งไรใหไ้ดผ้ล (BT: How can you effectively 

protect yourself from ultra violet?) 

 

EDTA Ethylene 

Diamine 

Tetra Acetic 

Acid 

 

สารEDTA เขา้ไปจบัโลหะ (BT: Ethylene Diamine Tetra 

Acetic Acid mixes with metal.) 

CRT Cathode Ray 

Tube 
จอแบนซ่ึงจะช่วยถนอมสายตาไดดี้กวา่คอมพิวเตอร์แบบเก่า (CRT) 

(BT: The flat screen helps to protect your eye sight 

better than the old cathode ray tube computer.) 
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  As illustrated in the above table, ten groups of letters of the English alphabet were 

used in the studied Thai magazine.  For example, OPD comes after the Thai phrase in the 

example แผนกผู้ป่วยนอก OPD (BT: at the out-patient department).  The letters OPD stand for 

the Out-Patient Department.  Meanwhile, CEO, an abbreviation for Chief Executive 

Officer, is frequently used and commonly well-known in the business arena.   

The next pattern is short forms.  This pattern of code-mixing was found the fifth in 

frequency. The following table shows examples of how English short- form code-mixing 

words were used.   

Table 3: Examples of short form code-mixing   

 

Short Form Full Form Code-Mixing in the Text 

ป๊อบ Popular ทุกคนก็ป๊อบกนัหมด(BT: Everyone is now popular.) 

Celeb Celebrity Hot Celeb:ศิริน หอวงั (BT: Sirin Horwang is a hot celebrity) 

 

คอนโด Condominium หากคุณอยู ่หอพกั คอนโด อพาร์ทเมน้ทไ์ม่มีสวนไม่มีสนามใหว้ิง่จ๊อกก้ิง 
(BT: If you stay in a condo or an apartment where there is 

no park or garden for jogging.) 

 

Hi-cut High cut แบบ Hi-cut ช่วยเพ่ิมความเพรียวใหรู้ปร่างสมดุลข้ึน 

(BT:  The hi-cut style helps you look slender.) 

 

ไฮไลท ์ High light มีเลือกเฉพาะไฮไลท์ท่ีคิดวา่น่าจะโดนใจชาวสุขภาพดีกนัทุกคน  

(BT: I chose only the hi-light which I thought it was 

attractive to all health-concerned readers.) 

 

ไฮเทค High 

technology 
หากเราเนน้ความเป็นแพทยแ์บบไฮเทคมากไปแลว้ อนาคตอาจมีการพฒันา
หุ่นยนตแ์พทยข้ึ์นมาแทนแพทยจ์ริงๆ(BT: If we heavily focus on 

hi-tech doctors , we may develop a robot doctor instead of 

having a live doctor.) 

 

Micro 

surgery 

Microscope 

surgery 
ในปัจจุบนั มีการผา่ตดัโดยการใชก้ลอ้งขยาย micro surgery  

(BT: At present, there is an operation with a microscope 

known as a micro surgery.) 

 

เมนส์ Menstruation การมีประจ าเดือนหรือท่ีผูห้ญิงหลายคนมกัจะเรียกหรือรู้จกักนัวา่ เมนส์ 

(BT: menstruation or mens.) 
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โปรกอลฟ์ Professional 

golfer 
โปรกอล์ฟท่ีตอ้งเดินทางแขง่ขนัระหวา่งประเทศ (BT: A professional 

golfer who has to travel for international matches…) 

 

คอม Computer เราจึงไม่มีป ญหาเด็กติดเกม(คอม) (BT: We don’t have the problem 

of computer-game addicted children.) 

 

In Table 3, some examples of the short forms of English words which were mixed 

in the Thai text, instead of using the full forms were presented.  For example, the word 

Condo is a shortened form of Condominium, or Celeb of a hot celebrity. 

The highest frequently used English-Thai code-mixing found in this study was 

proper nouns.  The following table shows examples of how English proper noun code-

mixing was used in the Thai studied text.   

Table 4: Examples of proper noun code-mixing   

 

Proper Noun  Code-Mixing in the Text 

คุณหมอสเตฟานี สตู
เตนสก้ี/ พิทเบร์ิก 

 

คุณหมอสเตฟานี สตูเตนสกีอ้าจารยแ์พทยข์องมหาวทิยาลยัพิทเบร์ิก 

กล่าว (BT: Dr. Stephanie Studenskie, medical 

professor from Pittsburg University.) 

 

เบเลสซ่าสปา  

เบเลสซ่าสปามีทรีทเมน้ทน์วดผอ่นคลายเพ่ือคุณหนู(BT:  

Bellezza Spa provided a relaxing massage treatment 

for children.)  

 

Karen Ritchie  

คุณ Karen Ritchie เจา้ของรายการไดก้ล่าวถึงคาเฟอีน (BT: 

Miss Karen Ritchie, the program host mentioned 

about caffeine.) 

 

บริบทัยนิูลีเวอร์/ 
Sunsilk Perfect 

Salon 

 

บริบทัยนิูลีเวอร์ประเทศไทยจ ากดัไดเ้ปิดตวั Sunsilk Perfect 

Salon (BT: Unilever company (Thailand) Limited 

launched Sunsilk Perfect Salon.) 

 

Nestle Fitness   
Nestle Fitness ส าหรับผูห้ญิงวยัท างาน (BT: Nestle 

Fitness for working women.) 

 

เอเชียแปซิฟิก  ร้อยละ75ของผูป่้วยจะอยูใ่นแถบเอเชียแปซิฟิก  

(BT: 75 percent of the patients were in the Asia 
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Pacific region.) 

 

Health Today  
Health Todayหวงัวา่ท่านจะไดข้อ้มูลท่ีเป็นประโยชน ์(BT: 

Health Today hopes you will get useful 

information.) 

Health Plus  

กวา่ Health Plus ฉบบัน้ีจะถึงมือผูอ่้านเราคงทกัทายหนา้ร้อนไป
หลายตลบแลว้ (BT: You may have facing the hot 

summer for a while already by the time this Health 

Plus reaches you.) 

 

มาดามทุสโซ  

มาดามทุสโซสุดยอดพิพิธภณัฑหุ่์นข้ีผึ้งระดบัโลก (BT:  

Madame Tussauds Museum is the world class wax 

museum.) 

 

Calories Blah Blah  

Calories Blah Blah ร้องเตน้เล่นคุยกบัผูช้ม (BT: Calories 

Blah Blah sang, danced, played and talked with the 

audience.) 

 

 In Table 4, examples of the English proper nouns found in the Thai text were 

illustrated, for instance, Health Today, a magazine and Calories Blah Blah, a musical 

band. They both appeared in the Thai context in their English forms.   

The next linguistic pattern is lexical words.  This pattern was found the second 

highest frequently used code-mixing with a total of 330 words or 28.69%.  Examples of 

lexical word code-mixing used are shown in the following table.   

Table 5: Examples of lexical word code-mixing  

 

Lexical Word  Code-Mixing in the Text 

อาร์ตเวร์ิค  
ร้านน้ีแสดงงานอาร์ตเวิร์คร่วมสมยั (BT: This shop shows 

the trendy artwork.) 

 

กรูู  

ทางเรามีกูรูใหค้  าปรึกษาดา้นความงาม(BT: We have a 

beauty guru to give you advice.) 

 

แพลน  
วนัเสาร์หยงิจะตอ้งแพลนเลยวา่จะตอ้งท าอะไรบา้ง  
(BT: On Saturday, Ying has to plan what to do.) 

 

โชว ์  สาวเจา้เน้ือหนัมาโชว์แผน่หลงักบัชุดคอวแีละกางเกงสีเขม้ 

(BT: That plump woman, in her V-neck blouse and 
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dark color trousers, turned back to show her broad 

back.) 

 

ซีซัน่  
ซีซ่ันน้ีเนเน่มีชุดวายน ้ าหลากแบบ (BT: This season, Nene 

has various styles of swimming suits 

 

สมูธต้ี  
ฉบบัน้ีเธอพาเรามาชิมสมธูตีแ้กว้โปรด(BT: This volume, 

she invites us to taste her favorite smoothies.) 

 

แมตช ์  
ท่ีชอบเพราะจะแมตช์กบัชุดวา่ยน ้าไดห้ลายชุด(BT:  I like it 

because it matches with many swimming suits.) 

 

ดีสเพลย ์  
ส่วนมากจะถ่ายรูปอาหารดีสเพลย์ต่างๆ(BT: Mostly, I like 

taking photos of different food displays.) 

 

เทรนด ์  

มาเร่ิมกนัท่ีเทรนด์ประจ าฤดูใบไมผ้ลิฤดูร้อนปีน้ีกนัก่อนเลย (BT: 

Let’s start with the spring and summer trend of this 

year.) 

 

 

The above table shows ten examples of lexical words.  For example, the word  

plan is used as a verb in a Thai context: จะตอ้งแพลนเลยวา่ (BT: has to plan) while trend in  

เทรนด์ประจ าฤดูใบไมผ้ลิฤดูร้อน (BT: the spring and summer trend) is another example of English 

noun, commonly used among Thai people in their speaking and written communication in 

Thai. 

   

The third highest frequently used code-mixing items in the study were in the 

phrasal form. The total number of the phrases amounted to 298.  The table below shows 

some examples of English code-mixing found. 

Table 6: Examples of phrasal code-mixing  

Phrase  Code-Mixing in the Text 

Positive thinking  จริงๆแลว้หลกัเลยก็ Positive thinking นุ๊กเอามาใชต้ลอดเวลา 
(BT: The positive thinking is the principle which I 

apply to my life.  
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Natural anti-aging  Natural anti-aging ธรรมชาติบ าบดัเพื่อความเยาวว์ยั  
(BT: Natural anti-aging is a natural therapy to remain 

young.) 

 

Working woman  Working woman ตอ้งกลา้และลุย (BT: A working woman 

must be brave and challenged. 

 

 

Private time  Private time มาถึงแลว้ (BT: It’s now our private time.) 

Pen friend  มีกิจกรรมเพ่ือนทางจดหมายหรือPen friend  

(BT: There is a pen friend activity.) 

 

รูมเมท  รูมเมททกัทายแลว้ยิม้ (BT: The room maid greets and 

smiles.) 

 

Happy Work Place   นอกจากนั้นความสุขจากการท างานหรือ Happy Work Placeก็จะ
หาไดย้าก (BT: Moreover, the happy work place is 

rarely found.) 

 

Beach girl  ฉบบัน้ีได ้Beach girl ตวัจริงมาเป็นแบบให ้(BT: The real 

beach girl was modeled in this magazine.) 

 

Tension headache  ปวดศีรษะแบบตึงเครียด (Tension headache) พบไดม้ากถึง7 

ใน10 ของผูมี้อาการปวดศีรษะ (BT: Tension headache is 

found in seven out of ten patients of headache.) 

 

Hot on the beach  Hot on the beach อวดผิวสวยกบัแฟชัน่ตวัเก่ง (BT: Hot on 

the beach: Show your beautiful skin with your 

favorite fashionable clothes.) 

 

 

  In the table above, 10 out of 298 English code-mixing phrases found in the study 

were demonstrated.  For example, the phrases pen friend was used with a Thai phrase of 

similar meaning, เพ่ือนทางจดหมายหรือPen friend.  

The least frequently linguistic patterns of code-mixing based on Ho’s (2007) 

classification framework was the incomplete sentence.  The incomplete sentence was 

found only once (0.08%) and it is What a man wants?   
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The last pattern is the full sentences.  Five sentences were found as shown in the 

table below.     

Table 7: Single full sentence code-mixing  

 

Sentence Code-Mixing in the Text 

Are you in hot flush hell? 

Are you in hot flush hell? เม่ืออาการร้อนวบูวาบท าใหคุ้ณร้อนรุ่ม
เป็นไฟ (BT: Are you in a hot flush hell and it makes you 

boiling hot?) 

I want to look fantastic. I want to look fantastic. (Heading of a column.) 

Ask your pharmacist. 

 

Ask your pharmacist. (Heading of a column.) 

 

Meet the expert. 

 

Meet the expert. (Heading of a column.) 

 

The kids are all right. 

 

The kids are all right. (Name of a movie.) 

 

 

Table 7 reveals five English code- mixing complete sentences which were found 

in the study.   Code-mixing in the form of complete sentences are rarely found.   

In summary, based on Ho’s (2007) classification framework, 1,150 English codes 

used in the Thai text were classified into seven groups.  Proper nouns were found the 

highest in number (36.27%) while the incomplete sentences were the least in number (0.08 

%). 

2. Classification of English-Thai code-mixing based on Kannaovakun ’s (2007) 

framework  

The code-mixing found in this study based on the framework which Ho (2007) 

used in his study comprising seven linguistic patterns, was later classified into six 

categories based on the nativized features, the framework which Kannaovakun applied in 
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her study.  They are truncation, hybridization, conversion, semantic shift, reduplication, 

and word order shift.  This is to observe how the found code-mixing was formed.  

 

Table 8: Classification of code-mixing based on Kannaovakun’s (2007) framework 

Nativized Features Number  Percentage 

1. Truncation 12 3.76 

2. Hybridization                   273                  84.78 

3. Conversion   4 1.24 

4. Semantic shift   4  1.24 

 5. Reduplication    3 0.93 

6. Word order shift 26    8.07 

Total                        322               100.00 

 

 Table 8 shows that hybridization was found at the highest level at 84.78 %.  This 

feature was found to be extraordinarily high compared with the rest of the features.  The 

second highest feature found was word order shift which was at only 8.07%, followed by 

truncation at 3.76%, conversion at 1.24%, semantic shift at 1.24% and reduplication at 

0.93% respectively.   

It is noticeable that only 322 out of 1,150 code-mixing items could be classified 

based on Kannaovakun’s (2007) framework which focused on nativized features.  It is 

plausible to explain that the rest of code-mixing items amounting to 828 were formal 

English pattern.  The nativized features deal more with informal feature of English 

pattern. 
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Some examples for each of the six features were provided to observe the 

phenomena of how the code-mixing was formed.  The order in presenting the examples 

follows the sequence shown in Table 8.   

The first nativized feature is truncation or code-mixing resulting from a process  

of shortening a word.  The total number of this kind was only 12 and examples are 

illustrated in Table 9 below. 

 

Table 9: Examples of truncation code-mixing 

 

Truncation Full Word Code-Mixing in the Text 

แอร์ 
Air 

conditioned 

room 

คนชอบอยูใ่นหอ้งแอร์(BT: People like to stay in an air 

conditioned room.) 

 

Cardio Cardiograph 

ผมท า Cardio เป็นประจ า (BT: I always do the  

cardiograph.) 

 

Bio scan Biological 

scan 

แพทยใ์ชว้ธีิการBio scan มากข้ึน (BT: Doctors apply 

biological scan more than before.) 

 

เมนส์ Menstruation 
การมีประจ าเดือนหรือท่ีผูห้ญิงหลายคนมกัจะเรียกหรือรู้จกักนัวา่ เมนส์
(BT: Menstruation or some women call it mens.) 

 

คอม Computer 
เราจึงไม่มีป ญหาเด็กติดเกม(คอม) (BT: We don’t have the 

problem of children hooking on  game com.) 

 

เซเลบ Celebrity 

รวมทั้งการแวะเวยีนมาไม่ขาดสายของเหล่าเซเลบมาก 

หนา้หลายตา (BT: Including the visits of    

different celeb groups) 

 

Micro surgery 
Microscope 

surgery 

ในปัจจุบนั มีการผา่ตดัโดยการใชก้ลอ้งขยาย micro surgery  

(BT: At present, there is an operation with a 

microscope known as a micro surgery.) 

 

โปรกอลฟ์ 
Professional 

golfer 

โปรกอล์ฟท่ีตอ้งเดินทางแขง่ขนัระหวา่งประเทศ 

(BT: A professional golfer who has to travel for 

international matches…) 
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คอนโด Condominium 

หากคุณอยู ่หอพกั คอนโด อพาร์ทเมน้ทไ์ม่มีสวนไม่มีสนามใหว้ิง่
จ๊อกก้ิง (BT: If you stay in a condo or an apartment 
where there is no park or garden for jogging…) 

 

ไฮไลท ์ High-light 

ม่ีเลือกเฉพาะไฮไลท์ท่ีคิดวา่น่าจะโดนใจชาวสุขภาพดีกนัทุกคน 

(BT: I chose only the hi-light which I thought was 

attractive to all health-concerned people.)  

 

Hi-cut High-cut 
แบบHi-cut ช่วยเพ่ิมความเพรียวใหรู้ปร่างสมดุลข้ึน 

 (BT:  The hi-cut style helps you look slender.) 

 

ไฮเทค 
High         

technology 

       หากเราเนน้ความเป็นแพทยแ์บบไฮเทคมากไปแลว้       อนาคตอาจมี
การพฒันาหุ่นยนตแ์พทยข้ึ์นมาแทนแพทยจ์ริงๆ (BT: If we focus 

heavily on hi-tech doctors, we may develop a robot 

doctor instead of having a live doctor.) 

 

Table 9 shows examples of truncation found in the study.  This type of the 

nativized feature is the third highest frequently used.  In this Thai statement, หากคุณอยู่หอพัก 

คอนโด (BT: If you stay in a dormitory, a condo…) the word condo is shortened from 

condominium.  Another word that is also familiar among Thais is hi- tech, which is a 

shortened form of the word high technology.   

 

The second feature is hybridization, the feature found in this study to be at the 

highest frequency (84.78%).  As known, hybridization is the process of one language 

being blended with another.  Examples of hybridized code-mixing found in the seven 

Thai health magazines are shown in Table 10.  

Table 10: Examples of hybridization code-mixing 

 

Hybridized 

Phrase 
BT Code-Mixing in the Text 

วนัพาร์กินสนัโลก 
World’s 

Parkinson 

day 

วนัท่ี11 เมษายน เป็นวนัพาร์กินสนัโลก (BT: April 11 is the 

World’s Parkinson day.) 

 

ครีมกนัแดด Sun block 

Cream เตรียมอุปกรณ์กนัแดดอยา่งเช่นแวน่กนัแดด หมวดกนัแดดและครีมกัน
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แดด(BT: Prepare the sun protection equipment such as 

sunglasses, a hat and sun block cream.) 

 

รังสียวู ี UV Ray 

เน่ืองจากชายทะเลจะมีความเขม้ขน้ของแสงแดดสูง ท าใหผ้ิวหนงัไดรั้บ
รังสียวีูมาก (BT: Because the sun concentration is high at 

the beach, the skin can absorb more a UV ray.) 

 

เพลงคลาสสิค Classical 

music 

ผลการวจิยัพบวา่การฟังเพลงคลาสสิค30 นาทีจะท าใหจิ้ตใจสงบเท่ากบั
การกินยาแวเลียมขนาด10 กรัม 

(BT: The results of the study revealed that listening to 

classical songs for 30 minutes helped to calm down 

equally to taking a 10 gram valium.) 

 

สารอลัฟาทอกซิน 
สารAlpha 

toxin 

เช้ือราบางชนิดจะสร้างสารอัลฟาทอกซิน (BT: Some fungi will 

produce Alpha toxin.) 

 

บตัรเครดิต Credit card 
คนจ านวนมากข้ึนใชบั้ตรเครดิตซ้ือของ (BT: More people use 

credit cards to buy things.)   

 

ไวรัสตบั 

อกัเสบบี 
B Virus  

ปัจจุบนัประชากรโลกประมาณ350-400ลา้นคนติดเช้ือไวรัสตับ
อักเสบบี (BT: At present, 350-400 million people of the 

world were infected with the B virus.) 

 

ขนาดโดส Dose 

นกัวจิยัก็บอกกบัอาสาสมคัรวา่ยาแกป้วดก าลงัออกฤทธ์ิโดยท่ีไม่มีการ
เปล่ียนแปลงขนาดโดสของยา (BT: The researcher told the 

volunteers that the pain killer was working without 

changing the amount of dose.) 

 

ระบบคอมพิวเตอร์ Computer 

System 

ภายในงานมีนิทรรศการใหค้วามรู้ดา้นโรคมะเร็ง การตรวจประเมิน
ความเส่ียงโรคมะเร็งดว้ยระบบคอมพิวเตอร์ (BT: At the fair, 

there are an exhibition of cancer and cancer risk 

evaluation using the computer system.) 

 

ดอกทิวลิป/  

โรคพาร์กินสนั 
Tulip/ 

Parkinson 

มีหน่วยงานท่ีรณรงคเ์ก่ียวกบัโรคพาร์กินสนัในหลายประเทศทัว่โลกใช้
ดอกทิวลิป (BT: There were sectors that campaigned on 

Parkinson in several countries around the world by 

using tulips as a symbol.) 

 

 

  As illustrated in Table 10, an English word was blended with a Thai word 

 

to form a new word while still maintaining the former meaning.  For example, in the  
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phrases ขนาดโดส (BT: dose), ระบบคอมพิวเตอร์ (BT: Computer system) and ไวรัสตับอักเสบ 

  

(BT: B Virus) result from a mixing of the two codes, English and Thai.  To elaborate,  

 

ขนาด (BT: amount) is a Thai word while dose is an English word.  The two codes are  

 

mixed and the new code- mixing phrase still maintain the meaning of each component  

 

which it has prior to the combination of the two codes.  The code-mixing phrases shown  

 

above are common among the Thai people. 

 

  The third nativized feature is conversion, a change in the part of speech of the 

English code when mixed with the Thai code.  Conversed words are shown in Table 11 

below.  According to the findings, only four conversed code-mixing words were found. 

Table 11: Conversion code-mixing 

 

Word & Its 

Original Form 

Conversed  

Form 
Code-Mixing in the Text 

Surprise (verb/ 

noun) 
 adjective 

ของขวญัท่ี HP ฉลองปีท่ี5 น่า surpriseจงัเลย (BT: The HP’s 

present on its 5
th 

anniversary is surprising.) 

 

อีโก ้(BT: Ego 

noun) 
verb 

ฉนัรู้สึกวา่เราอีโก้กนัมากข้ึน(BT:  I feel that we have more 

ego than before.) 

Cardio(noun) verb 

นุ๊กจะcardio ประมาณคร่ึงชัว่โมงถึง 50 นาที 

(BT: Nook will do the cardio for about half an hour 

to 50 minutes.) 

 

Dinner(noun) verb 
ผมก าลงัยนืชมทะเลและก าลงัจะไปดินเนอร์ (dinner) คนเดียว
(BT:  I’m enjoying the sea view and going to have 

dinner alone.) 

 

   Table 11 shows four conversion code-mixing words.  There was a change in the 

part of speech of the English code when mixed with the Thai code.  For example, in this 

statement, น่า surpriseจงัเลย (BT: to be surprising), the part of speech of this English word, 

surprise, is either verb or noun; however, when surprise is used in this Thai context, น่า 

surpriseจงัเลย, the part of speech of surprise is adjective.  Similarly, in นุ๊กจะcardio (BT: 
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Nook will do the cardio), the word cardio used as a code-mixing word in the Thai context 

is a verb, not a noun as its original part of speech. 

 The fourth nativized feature is semantic shift code-mixing, a shift in meaning 

when the English code is mixed with the Thai code.  Only four items were found in this 

category and some are illustrated in Table 12.  

 

Table 12: Examples of semantic shift code-mixing 

 

English Code 
Shift in 

Meaning  
Code-Mixing in the Text 

เมา้(BT: Mouth) gossiping 

อาจเป็นเร่ืองธรรมดาท่ีทุกแวดวงสงัคมมีเร่ืองกอสซิป เม้ากระจาย 
(BT: It’s common in all societies that there will be 

gossip going round.) 

 

ชาร์ตแบต (BT: 

Charge the 

battery) 

increase/store 

the willpower/ 

energy 

ฝันยงัหาโอกาสท่ีจะเดินทางท่องเทียวเพ่ือเป็นการชาร์ตแบตใหก้บั
ตนเอง (BT: Fun still looks for a chance to travel to 

increase her willpower/energy.) 

 

แฟน (BT: Fan) boyfriend 
ดิฉนัและแฟนก าลงัวางแผนเร่ืองแต่งงานกนัอยูค่่ะ(BT: My 

boyfriend and I are planning on our wedding.) 

 
 

As shown in Table 12, the three code-mixing examples were semantic-shifted.  

For example, the English word mouth is changed in meaning from a body part to 

gossiping, when used in the Thai context.  The second word charge the battery is to 

increase the power of an electrical appliance but in the Thai text, this phrase is used to  

mean an increase in the human willpower energy.  The other example, the meaning of a 

fan, which refers to someone who admires and supports a person, sport teams, etc., is 

changed to a boyfriend or in some cases to a spouse, when used in the Thai context.   

The next category of the nativized feature code-mixing based on Kanaovakun ’s 

(2007) classification framework is reduplication, a process in which a word or part of a 

word is exactly repeated or with a slight change while the meaning of reduplicated word 
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is also repeated.  This group was found to be the lowest level of frequency with only three 

code-mixing phrases found as illustrated in Table 13. 

Table 13: Reduplicated code-mixing 

 

Reduplication BT Code-Mixing in the Text 

ฟิตเฟิร์ม 

 
Fit and firm 

เร่ืองรูปร่างดูแลอยา่งไรใหก้ระฉบักระเฉงและดูฟิตเฟิร์มขนาดน้ี 

(BT: How to take care of yourself to look active as 

well as fit and firm.) 

 

บ๊าย บาย Good bye 
ส าหรับทริปน้ีม่ีตอ้งขอ บ๊าย บายไปก่อนค่ะ(BT: For 

this trip, I have to say good bye.) 

 

เทสๆ test ฮลัโหลเทสๆ (BT: Hello, this is a test.) 

 

 Table13 shows examples of reduplication of the English code-mixing in Thai 

magazines.   There were only three words found.  First, fit firm is a code-mixing phrase in 

the Thai statement ดูฟิตเฟิร์ม (BT: to look active as well as fit and firm).  The words fit and 

firm in the Thai context are reduplicated in meaning. Meanwhile, bye bye and test test are 

reduplications of exactly the same word with the same meaning.  It is possible that the 

reduplication code-mixing was applied to emphasize the meaning of a word and catch the 

reader’s attention.  Again, this type of nativized features is rarely found in the studied 

texts. 

The last nativized feature of code-mixing presented in this paper is the word order 

shift.  This feature was found to be second highest with the total number of 26 

occurrences (8.07%).  Some examples are shown in Table 14. 

Table 14: Examples of word-order-shift code-mixing 

 

Thai word  

order 

English word 

order 
Code-Mixing in the Text 

คอนแทกเลนส์แฟชัน่ 
Fashion 

contact lens  

คอนแทกเลนส์แฟช่ันเป็นอยา่งไร (BT: What is fashion contact 

lens?) 
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ทริปซานฟราน 
San Francisco 

Trip 

ม่ีจะขอจบทริปซานฟรานดว้ยการพาทุกคนไปร้านอาหารช่ือดงั 
(BT: We will end the San Francisco trip with 

taking all of you to a famous restaurant) 

ฮอร์โมนโปรเจสเตอ
โรน 

Progesterone 

hormone 

ฮอร์โมนโปรเจสเตอโรนมีผลดีมากกวา่ผลเสีย (BT: Progesterone 

hormone has more good points than bad ones.) 

 

ฮอร์โมนออ๊กซิโตซิน 
oxitocin 

hormone  

การกอดนั้นช่วยเพ่ิมฮอร์โมนอ๊อกซิโตซิน (BT: Hugging helps to 

increase oxitocin hormone.) 

 

โปรแกรม
คอมพิวเตอร์ 

computer 

program  

โดยใชโ้ปรแกรมคอมพิวเตอร์พิมพ ์(BT: by using computer 

programs) 

 

เกมคอมพิวเตอร์ computer 

game  

เกมคอมพิวเตอร์ยงัไม่มีใครรู้จกัในสมยัก่อน (BT: In the past, no 

one knew about computer games.) 

 

ทีม Nation 

Senior 

Nation 

Senior Team 

ทีม Nation Senior ท่ีมีอาจารยส์าทิส ชนะคะ  
(BT: The Nation senior team, with Ajarn Satit as a 

member, won.) 

 

น ้าอดัลมไดเอท/คุก้ก้ี
ไดเอท 

diet cookies 

น ้าตาลชนิดอ่ืนๆเช่น น า้อัดลมไดเอทชนิดกระป๋อง คุ้กกีไ้ดเอท (BT: 

other kinds of sugar such as canned diet soft drinks 

and diet cookies) 

 

คอร์สฟิตเนส fitness course 
ฉนัไม่มีเงินพอจะไปเขา้คอร์สฟิตเนสดีๆ (BT: I don’t have 

enough money to go to a good fitness course.) 

 

สลดัสไตลญ่ี์ปุ่น 
Japanese 

style salad 

มีเมนูน่าสนใจอีกเพียบ อาทิ… ซาซิมิสดๆ หรือสลดัสไตล์ญ่ีปุ่น เป็น
ตน้ (BT: …there are various interesting dishes on the 

menu such as …fresh sashimi, …Japanese style salad) 

  

 Table 14 shows some examples of word-order-shift code-mixing phrases.  The 

nativized feature of the word order shift came second after the hybridization.  As seen, 

there was a shift in word order of the English code when mixed with the Thai code.  For 

example, in the Thai context, the phrase course fitness is used instead of fitness course, 

which is a correct word order in the English language.   Another example is trip San Fran 

instead of a San Francisco trip.  In Thai, the main noun comes before its modifier; 
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therefore, when the English code is mixed with the Thai code, a word order shift in the 

code-mixing occurs.   

In conclusion, the classification of the English code-mixing based on the 

classification framework of Kannaovakun (2007) revealed that the hybridization was 

found at the highest level (84.78%), the rate which is rather high when compared with the 

second highest feature, the word order shift (8.07%).  The reduplication feature was found 

to be at the lowest level (0.93%).   

 



CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

 

Conclusion  

A study of English-Thai code mixing in seven Thai Health magazines was 

conducted in order to identify the phenomenon of English code-mixing in Thai texts.  The 

purposes of the study were to investigate the extent and patterns of English-Thai code-

mixing in Thai health magazines based on the classification framework used by Ho 

(2007) and Kannaovakun (2003). 

The data were gained from seven Thai health magazines of the April 2011 

comprising Be well, Cheewachit (ชีวจิต), Good Health, Health Today, Health Plus, 

Morchoaban (หมอชาวบ้าน) and Sukapapdee (สุขภาพดี).  Initially, all the English codes from 

the cover page to the back page were listed.  Then, they were classified into seven groups: 

letters of the alphabet, short forms, proper nouns, lexical words, phrases, incomplete 

sentences and complete sentences based on Ho ( 2007)’s classification framework to 

observe the linguistic patterns.  After that, the researcher classified the data into six 

groups comprising truncation, hybridization, conversion, semantic shift, reduplication and 

word order shift based on the classification framework applied by Kannaovakun ( 2003) 

in order to study how the English code-mixing was formed.   

 

The results showed that based on Ho’s  (2007) classification framework, the 

highest frequency of the English code-mixing words fell on  proper names (36.27%), 

followed by lexical words (28.69%), phrases (25.04%), and letters of the alphabet 

(8.27%) respectively.  The rest of the linguistic patterns, short forms, incomplete 
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sentences and single full sentences were rarely found with the frequency level at 1.05%, 

0.60%, 0.08% respectively.     

Based on Kannaovakun (2003)’s framework of nativized features applied in her 

study, the highest frequency of the nativized features found was hybridization (84.78%), 

followed by word order shift (8.07%), truncation (3.76%), conversion 1.24%), semantic 

shift (1.24%)and reduplication (0.93%), respectively.   

 

                    Discussion 

The results of the study revealed that in terms of linguistic patterns based on Ho’s 

(2007) classification framework, proper noun code-mixing words were found at the 

highest level with 417 occurrences or 36.27%.  It is plausible to explain that the data 

gained were from health magazines so the articles found were rather formal and full of 

technical and scientific terms as well as names of people and places.   The English codes 

which were mixed with the Thai context were also technical and scientific, as well as 

equivalent specific names for people and places, to parallel with the content.     

This result coincides with that of Kanadpon (2000), who revealed that more than 

50% of the English-Thai code-mixing she found in her study, was subject-specific 

terminology.  The rest was non-technical ones.   

The findings of Wongpanicharoen (1997) also supported the finding of this 

research, which revealed that proper names were at the highest number.  

Wongpanicharoen found out that the radio announcers, who were the research 

participants, used two types of English words in their language mixture:  general words 

and technical words.  Technical words were obviously included in the proper name 

category.  The results of this study are correlated to Wongpanicharoen’s  study. 
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The second highest frequency fell on the lexical words with 330 occurrences or 

28.69%, followed by phrases with 288 occurrences or 25.04 %.  It was found out that the 

elements of lexical words and phrases were found at a high number.  This coincides with 

the findings of Ho’s (2007) study of which findings revealed that lexical words and 

phrases stood at two-thirds of the total.  It is also interesting to find that the code-mixing 

phenomenon of the Cantonese and Thai languages were closely correlated.  The findings 

support those of this research that code-mixing items are mostly in the form of lexical 

words and phrases. 

 The results of this study were also similar to those of Ekola (2010).  Ekola found 

out from the study that Finnish was replaced with English most frequently at a phrasal 

level and was rarely replaced at a sentence level.   

  The findings of this study also indicated that the letters of the alphabet were found 

only 8.27% with 95 occurrences.   The short forms were found at only 12 occurrences or 

1.05 %, followed by the single complete sentences at 7 occurrences or 0.60%.  The 

incomplete sentences were found only once or 0.08%.   

The number of occurrences of incomplete and complete sentences in this study 

was at a very low level but this is not surprising.  It is possible that the data of this study 

were collected from Thai magazines and the base language was Thai.  English was only 

mixed in the Thai texts at some points with some reasons.  For example, it is essential to 

use English words because they are technical terms or some are abbreviations.  In 

particular, the written documents in Thai written scarcely use the English code-mixing as 

a sentence or an incomplete sentence except in case that it is a heading, a movie title, or a 

quotation.  Also, it is plausible to explain that in general, the code-mixing in the form of a 

sentence or an incomplete sentence in everyday communication or in written documents 

rarely takes place, when compared with that of a word or a phrase. 
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Ho (2007) confirms this instance.  The findings of her study clearly indicated that 

the English single word code-mixing, not in the form of a sentence, was significantly 

found in the native language or the Cantonese context. 

In terms of classification framework based on the nativized features applied by 

Kannaovakun’s (2007), the findings of this study showed surprising information.  

Hybridization was found to be extremely high (273 occurrences or 84.78%) when 

compared with the rest of the features.  The word order shift feature came second, but the 

gap was extraordinary wide (26 occurrences or 8.07%).  The reduplication was found at 

the lowest level (3 occurrences or 0.93%).   

It is plausible to explain that Thai people tend to mix the English language with 

the Thai context which is the form of hybridization because it is a trendy style of 

communication.  People tend to mix English in their conversation and writing, possibly to 

show that they have English knowledge, they belong to an educated class or they use 

English automatically with no special intention.  Therefore, blending one language into 

another new word, and once it is widely and frequently used, it becomes familiar to the 

public such as เพลงคลาสสิค (BT: classical songs) and รังสียวีู (UV ray).   

From the findings, it is plausible to conclude that writers have included English 

code-mixing in their works for some reasons as follows:  

1.  There are no appropriate Thai words to denote the exact meaning of some English 

words such as technical terms or scientific names.   

2.  Thai words are sometimes redundant, with a long definition while equivalents in 

English are easier to use.  For example, บัตรเอทีเอม็ (ATM card) is more commonly used 

than บัตรจ่ายเงินอัตโนมติั (ATM card) because บัตรเอทีเอม็ (ATM card) is more concise.  

Therefore, Thais tend to mix some English terms in their communication. 
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3.  The writers of these seven magazines, as well as other Thai magazines, wrote mostly 

in Thai because the target groups are Thai readers.  However, the English code-mixing 

was used, possibly to draw the attention of the readers and to be trendy with what was 

going on in the society.  Currently, there is a lot of code-mixing used in communication 

locally, particularly in oral communication.   

4.  The writers may use the code-mixing with an intention to emphasize or clarify specific 

information to ensure that the readers correctly get the message (Kannaovakun, 2003).  

For example, in จอทัชสกรีน (BT: touch screen) and ปลาซาร์ดีน (BT: sardine), these two code-

mixing phrases possess reduplicated words.  The word สกรีน (BT: screen) means the same 

as จอ (BT: screen) in Thai while a sardine already conveys the meaning of a kind of fish 

so there is no need to have the word ปลา (BT: fish). Therefore, using จอ (BT: screen) and 

ปลา (BT: fish) in these phrases are redundant.  However, it is possible that these code-

mixing words are intentionally used to emphasize the information and make sure that all 

Thais understand the meanings.  

 

5.  The writers want to respond to the social needs of the readers.  This reason is 

confirmed by the findings of Muyasaroh (2009) who found in her study that three reasons 

for using the English- code mixing were the need filling motive, prestige filling motive 

and other reasons (such as with a purpose to pay respect and to give information).    

The results also indicated that out of 1,150 code-mixing occurrences, only 322 

could be classified based on Kannaovakun’s (2007) classification framework.  It is 

surprising that the other 829 code-mixing items did not belong to any of the six nativized 

features.  It was plausible to explain that the data in this study were from health 

magazines and the language used was rather formal.  Some nativized or localized features 

are rather based on an informal form; for example, the word condo is a truncation or a 
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shortened form of condominium.  Other examples are the phrase ไปdinner (BT: go for a 

dinner) which is conversion or a change in parts of speech, the word เม้า (BT: gossip) 

which is a semantic shift or a change in meaning or the word บ๊าย บาย (BT: bye bye) which 

is a reduplication.  All of the given examples show that they are informal items which are 

rarely found in writing, except in movie/play scripts or novels.  Meanwhile, code-mixing 

words or phrases such as squeeze technique, fruit cocktail, lifestyle, go green, cover story, 

refined olive oil, sun protection factor or typhoid cannot be classified based on the six 

nativized features.  They are formal English.   

 

Applications of the Study 

The findings from the study are hoped to be benefit those who are interested in 

code-mixing to study the occurrences of a second/foreign language being mixed in a first 

language written documents.  The results of the study revealed the patterns of code-

mixing items, their frequency and demonstrated how English was mixed in Thai.  

The findings are able to help support or decline previous studies on similar topics for the 

academic development and growth of research.  

This study may propose some inspiration for other researchers to conduct studies 

on code-mixing or related topics since not much research has been done locally.  Most of 

the previous studies focused more on spoken communication.  For example, a study 

conducted by Dhitiwattana (1997) was about the mixing of English in Thai by lecturers of 

different disciplines at Kasersart University and that by Isharyanti and Stella (2009) on 

code switching and code mixing in Internet chatting: between yes and ya and si.  In the 

world of globalization, English is widely used and the tendency in mixing the English 

code in the Thai communication is greatly increasing.  Also, the limitations found in this 

study help researchers to carefully consider when planning to do research.  
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Limitations of the Study 

1.  As the data for this study were from only seven Thai health magazines, the findings 

may not be applied broadly to other kinds of magazines. 

2.  The seven Thai health magazines selected for this study were limited to only the 

volume of April 2011; therefore, they may not be representative of the use of English-

Thai code-mixing in magazines of the whole year. 

3.  This study was limited to the classification frameworks used by Ho’s (2007) and  

Kannaovakun (2007) which was based on the nativization proposed by Kachru (1978).  

The framework of nativization classification was found in this study problematic because 

only 322 out of 1,150 code- mixing items could be categorized when applied this specific 

framework.  The reason was probably due to the formal language features used as the 

data.  As stated, the data were from health magazines. The framework of nativization 

features was based more on informal English patterns.   

 

Recommendations for Further Studies 

With the exception of English code-mixing appeared most frequently in Thai 

health magazines, the researcher has observed that the English code-mixing occurs in 

almost all types of magazines, newspapers, advertisements, radio programs, television 

programs, academic areas, daily life conversations, speeches and so on.  Hence, it would 

be interesting and valuable to study further how English code-mixing is used in these 

kinds of communication and to investigate factors influencing the use of English code-

mixing as well as code-mixing in second language acquisition. 

Another recommended research topic is to conduct a comparative study of  

English-code mixing found in other languages, especially the languages used in the Asian 

countries.  As seen from the related research that the code-mixing found with the 
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Cantonese language showed similar results such as that of Ho’s (2007).  This 

recommendation applies to those who are also capable of another language besides Thai 

and English.   

In terms of business arena, it is also interesting to focus on research topics on 

English code-mixing in business such as to study the English codes applied in business 

communication, either in emails, formal written documents such as terms of reference 

(TOR), contracts or even meeting minutes as well as oral communication such as business 

dialogs, business meetings or speeches. 

In conclusion, a study on English -Thai code-mixing in seven Thai health 

magazines has revealed interesting findings despite some limitations: proper nouns and 

lexical words are found at the high level while hybridization stood out prominently.   

However, the researcher has reviewed related literature and found out that related topics 

such as code-switching, borrowing words or loan words are also challenging to further 

study.  
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